AGENDA

Injury Prevention Committee Meeting
Governor’s EMS and Trauma Advisory Council (GETAC)
Department of State Health Services (DSHS)
Wyndham Garden Austin
3401 South IH 35, Austin, Texas 78741
Wednesday, August 16th, 2017
1:00 P.M.

Call to Order/Roll Call .................................................. Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

Reading of the GETAC Vision and Mission Statements ......................... Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

GETAC Vision:
A unified, comprehensive, and effective Emergency Healthcare System for a healthy and safe Texas.

GETAC Mission:
To promote, develop, and maintain a comprehensive data driven Emergency Healthcare System that will meet the needs of all patients and will raise the standards for high quality community health care by implementing innovative techniques and accountable systems for the delivery of emergency care for the entire population.

Recognition of members .................................................. Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

Review and approval of May 2017 meeting minutes .......................... Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

Motion made by Courtney; Second by Dr. Sparkman

Discussion and possible action on the following items: .......................... Committee Members

1. DSHS Collaborative Innovation and Improvement Network (CoIN) activities .......................... Daniel Dao- Report delivered on focus for CPS team, Suicide and Teen driving safety team focuses for this group. Contact amy.bailey@dshs.texas.gov This is a standing item on the agenda, to improve the efficiency of IP programs in the state

2. Presentation about how to use the Core Components User Guide ...........................................
   • TTCF, TETAF, included in the distribution of this document. Stewart Williams. Core Components document to be reviewed in consideration of revision
   • Stewart has slides on the user guide/checklist. Design to help IP hospital programs, core components, indicators for program success and evaluation. Program is defined as the functioning operation within the hospital that is responsible for providing leadership, coordination and implementation if IP efforts. This includes a minimum number of staffing, education of IP and skill of program implementation. Users are encouraged to explore the 5 core components. The user guide does not explain these, but they are defined in the original Core Component document. The user guide acts as a self assessment for hospital IP program itself. Stewart reviewed how to understand and use the User guide. Components are listed, along with individual check lists related to each specific core component. This is helpful to strengthen and grow specific areas
within each core component. Matured programs will most likely contain all the indicators, and newer programs may only have a few of the indicators under each core component. This is logical, as the program develops, more indicators will be met. It is an opportunity for growth, not an indicator of a deficiency. Resources for each core component are also listed.

- Courtney- the core component was evaluated with surveys- people asking what to do with the Core Component document. This User Guide simplifies the program evaluation, assessment, goal setting, and growing program. Much like trauma center designation assessment. This User Guide also provides many resources in developing IP programs. Courtney to forward Documents on to all members of TTCF and TETAF as well
- Shelli- As a committee we created this for the evaluation of the Core Component document, and in due diligence of hearing from IP members throughout Texas.
- Cathy Glenn- thanks committee for this document.

3. Unintentional drug poisonings task force ……………………. Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair
- Dr. Shenoi did presentation in May regarding opioid poisoning. Shelli noted increasing opioid OD in our state/country. Considerations of task force.
- Courtney spoke to the Poison Center Network, and they will give an update in the November meeting. New toxicology certification for addiction specialists. To be on NOVEMBER AGENDA. National data includes law data findings, death certificates, state labs data. Laboratories are producing data in a faster rate- such as DEA
- Shelli- Should be addressed via primary prevention, not just recovery as well. Upstream medicine. CDC addressing opioid addiction with law, medicine. Important to use evidence based strategies, including evaluation of current data to determine effectiveness of efforts. NSC has developed a cost estimator for companies regarding loss or gains with opioid use.
- Shenoi- working with DSHS with current data.
- Mark Sparkman- poison control centers are excellent source of data- remember to report use by patients/OD

4. Revised objectives from the Strategic Plan for the Texas Emergency Healthcare System and develop the Injury Prevention Committee action items and strategies for implementation to GETAC …………………….. Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair
- Work sent to Dr. Greenburg
- Shelli- See attached document
- IP committee can provide info to Colin’s office for Social Media IP efforts

- Update about pilot test of submersion report form ………………….. Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair
- Marisa Abbe- looking at drownings. 5 hospitals that are participating in researching drownings. Each hospital has various data points. Evaluation of risk factors involving drowning, specific areas where drowning occurs. Looking at a better way to capture data on drowning of the submersion form. Invite marisa.abbe@childrens.com to work with workgroup on pilot submersion form

- Developing and implementing an injury prevention orientation for trauma managers Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair
  - Shelli- Discussed a lot at July workday meeting. Considering ways to roll out, implement. Core Components document was reviewed by TETAF/TTCF. Currently developing an orientation that is best practice for all levels of trauma centers. Continue on the agenda for November. What does an IP program look like in all levels of trauma centers?

- Evidence-Based Childhood Drowning Prevention Fact Sheet …………… Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

Reviewing articles, lit, review of 700 articles. Criteria of efforts- physician’s Grade Tool, and Nursing Tool. For best practices in drowning prevention. What is effective, and ineffective? Put in a document for ease of use for all levels of trauma centers.
• Revision of the Hospital-Based Injury Prevention Components document … Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair
• Courtney- recent TTCF evaluation of CC document. Evaluation of specific highest used areas of CC document. To make resource updates, links, where to get additional training. Asking audience for feedback. Formal or informal.

• Evaluation of Hospital-Based Injury Prevention Components document … Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

• Initiatives, programs, and potential research that might improve injury prevention efforts in Texas …
  - Shelli- Distracted Driving document. Accepted as an abstract for the annual Safe States meeting in November in Colorado national meeting. To be reviewed as an article for submission for publication. Considering manuscript for drowning prevention
  - IPV update within the DFW area
  - To be a standing item on all agenda

• Reminder that the GETAC committee application period will be from August 21st – September 17th, 2017. Committee selections will be deliberated in early October … Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair
• Shelli encouraged others to apply Monday morning applications will be posted on GETAC IP website

• Reminder that the GETAC start time is 8:00 A.M. on Friday, August 18, 2017 …  Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair
  - Looking to keep audience active in the meeting, moving through the agenda. You must re-apply in order to be considered for continuing on any committee.
  - Shelli- GETAC having a strategic planning for the council meeting for committee chairs in October 5-6. This is how the council functions and how the committees functions. Also looking at changes in DSHS rule changes, and those procedures. Looking at ways to change, and improve the processes of GETAC.

General Public Comment
(Comment time may be limited at Chair’s Discretion)
Karyn Minor- STB coalition of Texas. Met lastPM for the first time. Eric Epley and Jorie Klein. To form a united voice and strategic plan for the state of Texas. To meet quarterly during GETAC. Asking for members. Mission, vision and action plan development. Quarterly newsletter to be developed for STB. Kevin- will this be a standing meeting and at what time? Tuesdays before council meetings. Info through the RAC as well. STB champion at each RAC.

Summary for GETAC meeting report …… Committee Members
Announcements …… Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

• Safe States alliance webinars on the core competencies August 29th. Competency 1 and 2. Using data, September 26, webinar 3, implementation of programs. Info to be posted on GETAC website. Shelli to get out thru TETAF ant TTCF.
• Shelli- Lifesavers traffic safety Conference- law, safe kids, hospitals- any interested in the traffic area, auto pedestrian. 1500-200 attendees. 2018 in San Antonio April. Abstract submission period ends August 30. Committee submission on distracted driving project.
• Kevin- Austin Stepping On--leading training for Fall prevention. Evidence based. 2018 Jan 22,23,24.
Website to be up soon.

- JPS annual trauma symposium
- Jennifer Northway- IPV- Oct 11- DV day. Texas council on Family violence. Educating providers, screening. Jennifer invited them to partner with GETAC IP group. Christa Delgado. Futures without violence also partnering. New initiatives on information to give to those in IPV. Health care’s about DV. Consider bringing to IP meeting in future
- Linda Dickerson- public member on GETAC Thanks for all the IP hard work, projects, for the state of Texas. Liaison from the GETAC council.

Review and list agenda items for next meeting ................................. Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

Next meeting date ............................................................................. Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair

Workday on October 9 in San Antonio 9-12

Regular meeting November with EMS conference. Saturday

Adjournment ....................................................................................... Shelli Stephens-Stidham, Chair